
Llys Owen 
Refurbishment

Case Study

We worked with Wales & West Housing (WWH) on a full refurbishment of one 
of their schemes, Llys Owen, a retirement scheme located in Cardigan, Mid 
Wales. We provided an extensive service which included interior design, resident 
consultation, layout plans, project management, furniture supply and much more.

We presented several of our standard 
mood boards to the staff at Llys Owen, 
who narrowed down the choice for their 
residents to three mood boards. A resident 
consultation was then carried out by our 
team, where the residents chose our Pastel 
mood board. The Pastel mood board was 
then used as a theme throughout the 
ground floor and first floor, from reception 
area to corridors.



We produced a full decoration finish, specifying the flooring as well as suggesting 
additional alterations such as the removal of doors, giving the scheme a modern 
but homely feel. The choice of paint was carefully specified by our team, which 
provided two defined floors allowing for easy way finding for the residents. 
Matching artwork was specified on each floor, with a sea theme on the ground 
floor – bringing the seaside location into Llys Owen.

“Buckingham Interiors have been incredibly helpful throughout the whole 
process. We received a catalogue along with case studies that provided the visual 
assurance we were after – allowing us to see the furniture in situ in other schemes. 
Buckingham Interiors were not only really helpful but also flexible and supportive 
in their approach, providing the right advice in assisting with layout and quantity 
of items needed. Their work with contractors was speedy and the communication 
was great throughout, which was really reassuring.”   

Glenda Bowen, Housing Manager 
Wales & West Housing

“



We specified wall paper for the communal lounge and separated the area into 
both café and lounge sections, allowing the residents to utilise the space to its 
maximum. The large reception area was also maximised by creating a lounge 
section, not only does this utilise the large space but it also makes the scheme 
welcoming to new residents and prospective residents when they come 
to view the property. 
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